Bremer Shouts Obscenities at

TOWSON, Md., May 20—Arthur H. Bremer, the suspect in the shooting of Gov. George C. Wallace, has reportedly shouted obscenities against Wallace and spat at FBI agents standing guard in the Baltimore County jail here where Bremer is being held, according to sources in the jail.

FBI agents who are guarding the isolation cell in which Bremer is being kept 24 hours a day have also passed the trays of food were passed to his cell. The trays of food were passed to his cell.

One source in the small, brick suburban jail north of Baltimore City said Bremer's frequent and intense enough to cries and shouts have been frequent and intense enough to keep some inmates awake at night.

The FBI and other federal and local authorities would neither confirm nor deny the reports.

The sources reported nevertheless that Bremer "raised a whole lot of hell." The sources said they were not able to determine who might have written with Magic Marker on the trays passed to Bremer. They quoted the inmate they spoke to as saying that they spoke to as saying that five federal agents who are constantly on duty at the Bremer cell carefully inspect each tray and dish of food that is taken to Bremer in order to keep anything harmful from getting to him.

They said the food Bremer eats is the same eaten by other inmates—all taken from the jail's central kitchen.

Bremer has been under federal jurisdiction in the jail since early Tuesday, when he was taken there after a midnight court hearing in Baltimore.

He is being held on $200,000 bond. Federal and state grand jury indictments against him on several charges—including attempted murder for which upon conviction the death penalty could be imposed—are expected to be returned next Tuesday.

Meanwhile, the U.S. attorney's office in Baltimore confirmed that a semi-automatic pistol found in Bremer's car by Prince George's County Police Tuesday was found in the car's right rear fender well.

Wallace From Jail Cell

Prince George's police searched the blue 1967 Rambler Rebel last Wednesday, dismantling the car almost entirely and finding the weapon there.

The FBI had searched the car on Monday, finding scores of items of clothing, books, notes and other personal effects, but not the pistol—a Browning 9 mm. automatic with wood stock.

Deputy U.S. Attorney Paul R. Kramer said yesterday that the FBI did not make a mistake in not finding the weapon. He said the agency is "a very thorough group" and did not search the fender well because to have done so Tuesday might possibly have gone beyond the terms of their search warrant.

However, Kramer said, the FBI obtained a second search warrant to look for the pistol on Wednesday after handwrittten documents found in the car revealed that the pistol "had been hidden in a corner of the trunk over the right wheel and had fallen in."

By that time, however, the local police had already found the weapon. A different weapon—a snub-nosed .38-caliber revolver—was allegedly used by Bremer to shoot Wallace in the Laurel Shopping Center Monday afternoon.